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(54) JOINT BENDING STATE DETERMINING DEVICE AND METHOD

(57) A joint bending state determining device com-
prises a sensor group and a processor. The sensor group
comprises first and second gravity sensors. The first/sec-
ond gravity sensor generates a first/second polar angle
and a first/second azimuth angle. The processor obtains
a first length corresponding to the first gravity sensor and
a second length corresponding to the second gravity sen-
sor, obtains a set of coordinates of a joint in a coordinate

system according to the first polar angle, the first azimuth
angle and the first length, obtains a set of coordinates of
the second gravity sensor in the coordinate system ac-
cording to the set of coordinates of the joint, the second
polar angle, the second azimuth angle and the second
length, and obtains a joint angle according to the set of
coordinates of the second gravity sensor in the coordi-
nate system, the first length and the second length.
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This non-provisional application claims priority on Patent Application No(s). 108142162 filed in Taiwan on
November 20, 2019, the entire contents of which are hereby incorporated by reference.

BACKGROUND

1. Technical Field

[0002] This invention relates to a joint bending state determining device, and particularly to a joint bending state
determining device including a number of sensors.

2. Related Art

[0003] With the trend of population ageing, the proportion of people with joint pain, especially knee pain, is getting
higher and higher. In order to relieve joint pain, the hospital often requires patients to perform rehabilitation courses such
as joint flexion strengthening, muscle strength training, etc. Besides performed in the hospital, these rehabilitation courses
should be performed at home by patients to achieve good rehabilitation outcomes. However, in the case of patients
performing the rehabilitation courses without supervision, it is difficult for the patients to determine whether the bending
state of the joint conforms to the requirements of the rehabilitation courses.

SUMMARY

[0004] Accordingly, this invention provides a joint bending state determining device and a joint bending state deter-
mining method.
[0005] According to one or more embodiment of this disclosure, a joint bending state determining device comprises
a sensor group and a processor. The sensor group comprises first and second gravity sensors. The first gravity sensor
is configured to generate a first polar angle and a first azimuth angle. The second gravity sensor is configured to generate
a second polar angle and a second azimuth angle. The processor is connected with the sensor group and configured
to obtain a first length corresponding to the first gravity sensor and a second length corresponding to the second gravity
sensor, to obtain a set of coordinates of a joint in a coordinate system according to the first polar angle, the first azimuth
angle and the first length, to obtain a set of coordinates of the second gravity sensor in the coordinate system according
to the set of coordinates of the joint, the second polar angle, the second azimuth angle and the second length, and to
obtain a joint angle according to the set of coordinates of the second gravity sensor in the coordinate system, the first
length and the second length. The first length is associated with a distance between the first gravity sensor and the set
of coordinates of the joint, and the second length is associated with a distance between the second gravity sensor and
the set of coordinates of the joint.
[0006] According to one or more embodiment of this disclosure, a joint bending state determining method comprises
obtaining a first length corresponding to the first gravity sensor and a second length corresponding to the second gravity
sensor, obtaining a first polar angle and a first azimuth angle generated by the first gravity sensor and a second polar
angle and a second azimuth angle generated by the second gravity sensor, obtaining a set of coordinates of a joint in
a coordinate system according to the first polar angle, the first azimuth angle and the first length, obtaining a set of
coordinates of the second gravity sensor in the coordinate system according to the set of coordinates of the joint, the
second polar angle, the second azimuth angle and the second length, and obtaining a joint angle according to the set
of coordinates of the second gravity sensor in the coordinate system, the first length and the second length. The first
length is associated with a distance between the first gravity sensor and the set of coordinates of the joint, and the
second length is associated with a distance between the second gravity sensor and the set of coordinates of the joint.
[0007] In view of the above description, the joint bending state determining device and method provided in this invention
can perform the procedure for determining the bending state of a joint by merely two sensors. Therefore, the difficulty
of charging, storage and wearing of the joint bending state determining device may be reduced, and the device may be
lighter. For the joint bending state determining device provided in this invention, the distances respectively between the
two sensors and the joint is not limited. Accordingly, the user may freely choose the suitable assistive device or protective
gear to dispose the two sensors according to the needs. The joint bending state determining device provided in this
invention does not need to be equipped with an exclusive assistive device or protective gear. In addition, the joint bending
state determining device may improve the freedom of wearing without restricting the wearing positions of the two sensors.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008] The present disclosure will become more fully understood from the detailed description given hereinbelow and
the accompanying drawings which are given by way of illustration only and thus are not limitative of the present disclosure
and wherein:

Fig. 1 is a functional block diagram of a joint bending state determining device according to an embodiment of this
invention;

Fig. 2 is a detailed functional block diagram of a joint bending state determining device according to an embodiment
of this invention;

Fig. 3 is a schematic diagram of the placement of first and second gravity sensors of a joint bending state determining
device according to an embodiment of this invention;

Fig. 4A and Fig. 4B exemplarily illustrate the transformation of the coordinate system in a joint bending state deter-
mining procedure of a joint bending state determining device according to an embodiment of this invention;

Fig. 5A is a schematic diagram of the placement of first and second gravity sensors of a joint bending state determining
device according to another embodiment of this invention;

Fig. 5B is a schematic diagram of the placement of first and second gravity sensors of a joint bending state determining
device according to yet another embodiment of this invention; and

Fig. 6 is a flow chart of a sensor recognition sub-procedure of a joint bending state determining device according
to an embodiment of this invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0009] In the following detailed description, for purposes of explanation, numerous specific details are set forth in order
to provide a thorough understanding of the disclosed embodiments. It will be apparent, however, that one or more
embodiments may be practiced without these specific details. In other instances, well-known structures and devices are
schematically shown in order to simplify the drawings.
[0010] Please refer to Fig. 1 that is a functional block diagram of a joint bending state determining device 1 according
to an embodiment of this invention. As shown in Fig. 1, the joint bending state determining device 1 comprises a sensor
group 11 and a computing device 12. The computing device 12 comprises a processor 13. The sensor group 11 comprises
the first gravity sensor (g-sensor) 11a and the second gravity sensor 11b, wherein the first gravity sensor 11a is configured
to generate the first polar angle and the first azimuth angle based on its location, and the second gravity sensor 11b is
configured to generate the second polar angle and the second azimuth angle based on its location. The first gravity
sensor 11a and the second gravity sensor 11b can be respectively disposed on limbs of a human body connected by a
joint such as a knee, an elbow, a hip joint, etc. More specifically, the first and second gravity sensors 11a and 11b can
be respectively disposed into two separate straps, patches or other assistive devices or protective gear, and fixed to the
limbs by means of strapping, sticking, etc.; or, the first and second gravity sensors 11a and 11b can disposed in the
same protective gear such as a knee brace, and more particularly at the positions, corresponding to the upper leg (thigh)
and the lower leg (calf), of the knee brace. The above setting manners are exemplary. The user may freely choose the
suitable assistive device or protective gear to dispose the two sensors according to the needs, and the two sensors do
not need to be equipped with an exclusive assistive device or protective gear. In another embodiment, the gravity sensors
(the first gravity sensor 11a and the second gravity sensor 11b) are replaced by accelerometers.
[0011] The processor 13 is, for example, a central processing unit, a microcontroller, a programmable logic controller,
etc. The processor 13 can be connected with the sensor group 11 in a wired or wireless way, and obtain the information
corresponding to the locations of the first gravity sensor 11a and the second gravity sensor 11b of the sensor group 11
so as to determine the bending state of a joint, that is, the relationship such as an included angle (hereinafter called
"joint angle") between two limbs connected by the joint. The procedure of determining a joint angle will be described
later. In an embodiment, the processor 13 can be disposed in a user device such as a computer, a cell phone, a tablet,
etc. and comprise a wireless communication component for communicating with the sensor group 11. In another em-
bodiment, the processor 13 can be disposed on the same circuit board as the first gravity sensor 11a or the second
gravity sensor 11b, and be electrically connected thereto; or, the processor 13 and one of the first and second gravity
sensors 11a and 11b can be disposed in the same assistive device and have an electrical connection or a communication
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connection with each other, and the processor 13 can have a communication connection with the other one of the first
and second gravity sensors 11a and 11b.
[0012] More particularly, the joint bending state determining device 1 can further comprise an input interface that has
an electrical connection or a communication connection (wired communication or wireless communication) with the
processor 13. The input interface is, for example, a touch screen, a keyboard, a microphone, etc., and can provide a
platform for a user to input specific information corresponding to the first and second gravity sensors 11a and 11b.
Moreover, the joint bending state determining device 1 can further comprise an output interface that has an electrical
connection or a communication connection with the processor 13. The output interface is, for example, a display screen,
loudspeaker, etc., and can provide a user with the determined result of the bending state of a joint. In addition, the joint
bending state determining device 1 can further comprise a memory electrically connected with the processor 13, or the
processor 13 can have a communication connection with a cloud database. The processor 13 can record the determined
result of the bending state of a joint in the memory or the cloud database. In this way, the doctor or physical therapist
can determine the rehabilitation progress or joint recovery state of the user (a patient with joint pain) according to the
record of the joint bending state of the use. In an embodiment, the aforementioned input interface/output interface/memory
can be the component disposed in a user device. In another embodiment, the assistive device where the first gravity
sensor 11a or the second gravity sensor 11b is disposed can further comprise the input interface/output interface/memory.
In yet another embodiment, the assistive device where the first gravity sensor 11a is disposed and the assistive device
where the second gravity sensor 11b is disposed can each have an input interface/output interface/memory.
[0013] Please refer to Fig. 2 that is a detailed functional block diagram of the joint bending state determining device
1 according to an embodiment of this invention. Fig. 2 exemplarily illustrates the components included in the first and
second gravity sensors 11a and 11b of the joint bending state determining device 1, and the connections between the
processor and the first and second gravity sensors 11a and 11b. As shown in Fig. 2, the first gravity sensor 11a can
comprise a sensing component 111a, a power component 113a and a communication component 115a; the second
gravity sensor 11b can comprise a sensing component 111b, a power component 113b and a communication component
115b.
[0014] Each of the sensing components 111a and 111b can comprise a triaxial accelerometer. The sensing component
111a is configured to perform gravity sensing to generate the aforementioned first polar angle and first azimuth angle,
and the sensing component 111b is configured to perform gravity sensing to generate the aforementioned second polar
angle and second azimuth angle. In another embodiment, each of the sensing components 111a and 111b further
comprises a gyroscope. The power components 113a and 113b are configured to supply the electric power to the
electronic components included in the first and second gravity sensors 11a and 11b respectively. For example, the power
components 113a and 113b are batteries, but their specifications are not limited in this invention. The communication
components 115a and 115b can be chip components supporting Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, near-field communication (NFC) and
other short-range communication standards. The communication components 115a and 115b can establish communi-
cation connections with the processor 13 respectively, and can also establish a communication connection with each
other.
[0015] Fig. 2 exemplarily illustrates that any two of the processor 13, the communication component 115a of the first
gravity sensor 11a and the communication component 115b of the second gravity sensor 11b have a communication
connection with each other. In another embodiment, the processor 13 can merely have a communication connection
with one of the first and second gravity sensors 11a and 11b. In yet another embodiment, the first and second gravity
sensors 11a and 11b can have no communication connection with each other but each have a communication connection
with the processor 13. In other embodiments, in addition to the components shown in Fig. 2, one or two of the first and
second gravity sensors 11a and 11b can each include a processing component, such as a central processing unit, a
microcontroller, a programmable logic controller, etc. The processing component is configured to perform the preliminary
calculation and determining procedure on the information generated by the sensing component of the gravity sensor
where the processing component is disposed, or on the information which is obtained through the communication
component and generated by the other gravity sensor.
[0016] Please refer to Fig. 1 and Fig. 3, wherein Fig. 3 is a schematic diagram of the placement of the first and second
gravity sensors 11a and 11b according to an embodiment of this invention. As aforementioned, the first and second
gravity sensors 11a and 11b can be disposed on limbs of a human body connected by a joint such as a knee, an elbow,
a hip joint, etc. The processor 13 can determine the bending state of the joint according to the information corresponding
to the locations of the first and second gravity sensors 11a and 11b. The following embodiment takes the knee as an
example. As shown in Fig. 3, the first gravity sensor 11a is disposed on the upper leg of the user and has a distance of
first length r1 from the joint J (knee); the second gravity sensor 11b is disposed on the lower leg of the user and has a
distance of second length r2 from the joint J. The first length r1 and the second length r2 can be any lengths that are
equal or unequal, and are not limited in this invention. In particular, a tolerance difference between the first length r1 and
the distance between the actual location of the first gravity sensor 11a and the knee is acceptable, such as 3-5 cm, and
the same is true for the second length r2. Moreover, the tolerance difference can be determined based on the joint angle.
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In terms of measuring the knee angle of 60 degrees, within the error of plus or minus 5 degrees (55-65 degrees), the
tolerance difference (the error of the distance between the location of the first gravity sensor 11a and the knee) is plus
or minus 1.2 cm; in terms of measuring the knee angle of 90 degrees, within the error of plus or minus 5 degrees (85-95
degrees), the tolerance difference is plus or minus 1.8 cm. Fig. 3 exemplarily illustrates that the first and second gravity
sensors 11a and 11b are disposed on the front sides of the upper leg and the lower leg respectively. In another embod-
iment, the first and second gravity sensors 11a and 11b can disposed on the outer sides of the upper leg and the lower
leg respectively.
[0017] As aforementioned, the first gravity sensor 11a can generate the first polar angle and the first azimuth angle,
and the second gravity sensor 11b can generate the second polar angle and the second azimuth angle. More particularly,
the first polar angle indicates the included angle between the extension direction of the first length r1 and a first Z axis
parallel to the gravity axis to the ground; the first azimuth angle indicates the included angle between a first projection
and a second projection, wherein the first projection indicates the projection of the extension direction of the first length
r1 on a first X-Y plane (parallel to the horizontal plane) whose normal vector is the first Z axis, and the second projection
indicates the projection of a first X axis parallel to the axis towards the Magnetic North on the first X-Y plane; the second
polar angle indicates the included angle between the extension direction of the second length r2 and a second Z axis
parallel to the gravity axis to the ground; and the second azimuth angle indicates the included angle between a third
projection and a fourth projection, wherein the third projection indicates the projection of the extension direction of the
second length r2 on a second X-Y plane (parallel to the horizontal plane) whose normal vector is the second Z axis, and
the fourth projection indicates the projection of a second X axis parallel to the axis towards the Magnetic North on the
second X-Y plane.
[0018] The processor 13 can obtain the first length r1 corresponding to the first gravity sensor 11a and the second
length r2 corresponding to the second gravity sensor 11b through the aforementioned input interface. For example, the
user can dispose the first gravity sensor 11a anywhere on the upper leg and dispose the second gravity sensor 11b
anywhere on the lower leg according to the needs, and then roughly measure the distance between the knee and the
location where the first gravity sensor 11a is disposed (e.g. the location of the center of the first gravity sensor 11a) and
input this distance into the input interface as the first length r1, and roughly measure the distance between the knee and
the location where the second gravity sensor 11b is disposed (e.g. the location of the center of the second gravity sensor
11b) and input this distance into the input interface as the second length r2. For example, the first and second gravity
sensors 11a and 11b can each be equipped with a tape measure, wherein the outlet end of the tape measure is set to
be at the center of the first gravity sensor 11a or the second gravity sensors 11b. Accordingly, the user can pull out the
tap measures from the first and second gravity sensors 11a and 11b to measure the first length r1 and the second length
r2 respectively, but this invention is not limited to this.
[0019] The processor 13 also obtains the first polar angle and the first azimuth angle generated by the first gravity
sensor 11a and the second polar angle and the second azimuth angle generated by the second gravity sensor 11b from
the sensor group 11. The steps of obtaining the above-mentioned first length r1, second length r2, first polar angle, first
azimuth angle, second polar angle and second azimuth angle can be collectively referred to as an information obtaining
procedure. After the information obtaining procedure, the processor 13 can then perform a joint bending state determining
procedure. In an embodiment, in the information obtaining procedure, the steps of obtaining the first and second length
r1 and r2 can precede the steps of obtaining the first polar angle, the first azimuth angle, the second polar angle and the
second azimuth angle. More particularly, after obtaining the first length r1 and the second length r2 from the input interface,
the processor 13 can be triggered to ask the sensor group 11 for the first polar angle, the first azimuth angle, the second
polar angle and the second azimuth angle. In another embodiment, the processor 13 stores the first length r1 and the
second length r2 in a memory or a cloud database, and periodically obtains the first length r1, the second length r2, the
first polar angle, the first azimuth angle, the second polar angle and the second azimuth angle to perform the joint bending
state determining procedure. In this embodiment, the order of obtaining the above information is not limited.
[0020] The above-mentioned joint bending state determining procedure can comprise: obtaining a set of coordinates
of the joint J in a coordinate system according to the first polar angle, the first azimuth angle and the first length r1;
obtaining a set of coordinates of the second gravity sensor 11b in the coordinate system according to the set of coordinates
of the joint J, the second polar angle, the second azimuth angle and the second length r2; and obtaining the angle of
the joint J (joint angle A) according to the set of coordinates of the second gravity sensor 11b in the coordinate system,
the first length r1 and the second length r2. More particularly, by the above procedure, the processor 13 can transform
the coordinate system of the second gravity sensor 11b into the same coordinate system as the first gravity sensor 11a,
so as to obtain the distance C between the first gravity sensor 11a and the second gravity sensor 11b, and then obtain
the joint angle A according to the distance C, the first length r1, the second length r2 and the cosine rule.
[0021] Please refer to Fig. 1, Fig. 3, Fig. 4A and Fig. 4B for the further explanation of the determining procedure
performed by the processor 13 as describe above, wherein Fig. 4A and Fig. 4B exemplarily illustrate the transformation
of the coordinate system in the joint bending state determining procedure. As shown in Fig. 4A, the processor 13 can
the set of coordinates (X1, Y1, Z1) of the joint J in a coordinate system according to the first polar angle θ0 and the first
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azimuth angle ϕ0 generated by the first gravity sensor 11a and the first length r1, wherein the set of coordinates (X0, Y0,
Z0) of the first gravity sensor 11a serves as the origin of the coordinate system. The axis Z0 shown in Fig. 4A, as the
aforementioned first Z axis, indicates the direction parallel to the gravity axis to the ground. The plane X0-Y0 shown in
Fig. 4A, as the aforementioned first X-Y plane, indicates the plane perpendicular to the gravity axis to the ground. As
aforementioned, the first polar angle θ0 indicates the included angle between the extension direction of the upper leg
(i.e. the extension direction of the first length r1) and the gravity axis, and the first azimuth angle ϕ0 indicates the included
angle between the projection of the extension direction of the first length r1 on the horizontal plane and the projection
of the axis towards the Magnetic North on the horizontal plane. More particularly, the processor 13 can obtain a first x
coordinate X1 according to the first length r1, the sine value of the first polar angle θ0, and the cosine value of the first
azimuth angle ϕ0, obtain a first y coordinate Y1 according to the first length r1, the sine value of the first polar angle θ0
and the sine value of the first azimuth angle ϕ0, and obtain a first z coordinate Z1 according to the first length r1 and the
cosine value of first polar angle θ0, and group the first x coordinate X1, the first y coordinate Y1 and the first z coordinate
Z1 together to form the set of coordinates (X1, Y1, Z1) of the joint J. More specifically, the processor 13 can perform
calculations of the following equations to obtain the set of coordinates (X1, Y1, Z1) of the joint J.

[0022] Then, the processor 13 can obtain the set of coordinates (X2, Y2, Z2) of the second gravity sensor 11b in the
coordinate system according to the set of coordinates (X1, Y1, Z1) of the joint J, the second length r2 and the second
polar angle θ2 and the second azimuth angle ϕ2 generated by the second gravity sensor 11b, wherein the set of coordinates
(X0, Y0, Z0) of the first gravity sensor 11a serves as the origin of the coordinate system. More particularly, the processor
13 assumes that the set of coordinates of the second gravity sensor 11b in the coordinate system, whose origin is the
set of coordinates (X0, Y0, Z0) of the first gravity sensor 11a, is (X2, Y2, Z2), so that in this coordinate system, the set of
coordinates of the joint J can be regarded as being translated into (X1-X2, Y1-Y2, Z1-Z2) as shown in Fig. 4B. In Fig. 4B,
the axis Z2, as the aforementioned second Z axis, indicates the direction parallel to the gravity axis to the ground, and
the plane X2-Y2, as the aforementioned second X-Y plane, indicates the plane perpendicular to the gravity axis to the
ground. The second polar angle θ2 indicates the included angle between the extension direction of the lower leg (i.e.
the extension direction of the second length r2) and the gravity axis, and the second azimuth angle ϕ2 indicates the
included angle between the projection of the extension direction of the second length r2 on the horizontal plane and the
projection of the axis towards the Magnetic North on the horizontal plane. The processor 13 can obtain a second x
coordinate X2 according to the first x coordinate X1 obtained in Fig. 4A, the second length r2, the sine value of the second
polar angle θ2 and the cosine value of the second azimuth angle ϕ2, obtain a second y coordinate Y2 according to the
first y coordinate Y1, the first x coordinate X1, second x coordinate X2 and the tangent value of the second azimuth angle
ϕ2, and obtain a second z coordinate Z2 according to the first z coordinate Z1, the second length r2 and the cosine value
of the second polar angle θ2, and then group the second x coordinate X2, the second y coordinate Y2 and the second
z coordinate Z2 together to form the set of coordinates (X2, Y2, Z2) of the second gravity sensor 11b in the coordinate
system whose origin is the set of coordinates (X0, Y0, Z0) of the first gravity sensor 11a. More specifically, the processor
13 can perform calculations of the following equations to obtain the set of coordinates (X2, Y2, Z2) of the second gravity
sensor 11b.

[0023] Through the above calculation, the processor 13 can obtain the set of coordinates (X2, Y2, Z2) of the second
gravity sensor 11b in the coordinate system whose origin is the set of coordinates (X0, Y0, Z0) of the first gravity sensor
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11a, and the processor 13 can calculate the distance C between the first gravity sensor 11a and the second gravity
sensor 11b by the following equation.

[0024] Then, the processor 13 obtains the joint angle A according to the cosine rule as shown below.

[0025] The processor 13 can output the calculated joint angle A through the output interface and/or record the calculated
joint angle A in a memory or a cloud database. In the above description, the first gravity sensor 11a is exemplarily
described to be disposed on the upper leg, and the second gravity sensor 11b is exemplarily described to be disposed
on the lower leg. In other embodiments, the first gravity sensor 11a can be disposed on the lower leg and the second
gravity sensor 11b can be disposed on the upper leg. By the above-mentioned calculations, each of the two gravity
sensors of the joint bending state determining device 1 does not need to be limited to a specific one of the upper and
lower legs when they are worn; that is, the positions of the two gravity sensors can be swapped up and down. Accordingly,
the convenience of use may be improved.
[0026] The above embodiment exemplarily describes that the first and second gravity sensors 11a and 11b are disposed
on the upper and lower legs, and the processor 13 can determine the bending state of the knee according to the
information corresponding to the locations of the first and second gravity sensors 11a and 11b. The principles for
determining the bending state of the joint as described above can also be applied to determining the bending state of a
hip joint. Please refer to Fig. 5A and Fig. 5B, wherein Fig. 5A and Fig. 5B exemplarily illustrate the placement of the first
and second gravity sensors 11a and 11b as the joint bending state determining device 1 is applied to determining the
bending state of a hip joint. As shown in Fig. 5A, the first and second gravity sensors 11a and 11b can be respectively
disposed at the upper leg of one lower limb of the user and the lower leg of the other lower limb of the user. As shown
in Fig. 5B, when the user is lying on a flat surface, the first and second gravity sensors 11a and 11b can be respectively
disposed on this flat surface and the lower leg of one lower limb of the user. In particular, the lower limb whose lower
leg is equipped with a gravity sensor is the affected limb. Moreover, the first and second gravity sensors 11a and 11b
shown in both of Fig. 5A and Fig. 5B can be swapped with each other. In the embodiments of Fig. 5A and Fig. 5B, the
processor 13 can perform the information obtaining procedure and the joint bending state determining procedure as
described in the preceding embodiment, so as to obtain the joint angle of the hip joint.
[0027] As aforementioned, before the processor 13 performs the step of obtaining the joint angle in the joint bending
state determining procedure, the processor 13 obtains the first length r1 corresponding to the first gravity sensor 11a
and the second length r2 corresponding to the second gravity sensor 11b through the input interface. In an embodiment,
each of the assistive devices where the first gravity sensor 11a and the second gravity sensor 11b are respectively
disposed comprises an input interface. Therefore, the processor 13 can consider the input value obtained from the input
interface corresponding to the first gravity sensor 11a to be the first length r1, and consider the input value obtained from
the input interface corresponding to the second gravity sensor 11b to be the second length r2.
[0028] In the embodiment in which the joint bending state determining device 1 merely comprises one input interface,
before the step of obtaining the set of coordinates of the joint, the joint bending state determining device 1 can perform
a sensor recognition sub-procedure so as to determine the correspondence between the two gravity sensors of the joint
bending state determining device 1 and the input length values. In other words, the joint bending state determining
procedure can further comprise the sensor recognition sub-procedure before the step of obtaining the set of coordinates
of the joint.
[0029] Please refer to Fig. 1, Fig. 3 and Fig. 6, wherein Fig. 6 is a flow chart of a sensor recognition sub-procedure of
the joint bending state determining device 1 according to an embodiment of this invention. The setting implementation
of Fig. 3 is used to exemplify the sensor recognition sub-procedure shown in Fig. 6. Through the input interface, the
user inputs the distance between the joint J and the gravity sensor disposed at the upper leg as the first length r1, and
inputs the distance between the joint J and the gravity sensor disposed at the lower leg as the second length r2. In step
S101, the processor 13 of the joint bending state determining device 1 can acquire the power information of the two
gravity sensor and confirm it is normal. In step S103, the processor 13 detects the acceleration values of the two gravity
sensors and determines whether the change in the acceleration values of the two gravity sensors return to zero. More
particularly, step S103 can determine whether the user moves his/her the limb equipped with the gravity sensor. If the
determined result of step S103 is no, the processor 13 performs step S104 to generate a warning signal to warn the
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user to keep the setting positions of the gravity sensors still, and then performs step S103 again. If the determined result
of step S103 is yes, the processor 13 performs step S105 to determine whether the axis with 1g acceleration of one of
the gravity sensors matches a predetermined axis. If the determined result of step S105 is yes, the processor 13 performs
step S107 to set the matching gravity sensor as the gravity sensor located above the knee (hereinafter called "upper
leg sensor").
[0030] More particularly, said axis with 1g acceleration indicates the gravity axis to the ground. In the embodiment
shown in Fig. 3, the predetermined axis can be set as the predetermined z-axis of the gravity sensor, which means that
the processor 13 will set the gravity sensor which is horizontal at the gravity axis to the ground as the upper leg sensor
(the first gravity sensor 11a in Fig. 3). In other words, the processor 13 can determine whether the predetermined z-axis
of any gravity sensor matches the gravity axis to the ground, and set the matching one as the upper leg sensor. Therefore,
the processor 13 can determine that the first length r1 corresponds to the first gravity sensor 11a. If the determined result
of step S103 is no, which means no gravity sensor’s axis with 1g acceleration matches the predetermined axis or both
gravity sensors’ axes with 1g acceleration match the predetermined axis, the processor 13 performs step S108 to
generate an indication of the predetermined axis for reminding the user to keep the upper leg horizontal and the lower
leg not horizontal. The above-mentioned setting implementation of the gravity sensors and the setting content of the
predetermined axis are merely examples, and this invention is not limited thereto. Moreover, the above-mentioned steps
S101, S103, S104 and S108 are optional steps. In an embodiment, the processor 13 can merely perform steps S105
and S107, and in this embodiment, when the determined result of step S105 is no, the processor 13 can output an
indication of recognition error.
[0031] The sensor recognition sub-procedure as described above is performed by the processor 13, but in another
embodiment, the sensor recognition sub-procedure can be performed by the first gravity sensor 11a or the second gravity
sensor 11b. As aforementioned, the first gravity sensor 11a can comprise a processing component, and the second
gravity sensor 11b can also comprise a processing component. The sensor recognition sub-procedure can be performed
by the processing component of the first gravity sensor 11a or the second gravity sensor 11b, wherein the content of
the sensor recognition sub-procedure is substantially the same as that performed by the processor 13 except for the
difference that the first gravity sensor 11a or the second gravity sensor 11b will notify the processor 13 of the determined
gravity sensor so as to allow the processor 13 to determine that the obtained first length r1 and second length r2
respectively correspond to the first gravity sensor 11a and second gravity sensor 11b.
[0032] Moreover, during the information obtaining procedure before the joint bending state determining procedure,
the joint bending state determining device 1 can perform a charge level determining sub-procedure on the first and
second gravity sensors 11a and 11b; that is, the aforementioned information obtaining procedure can comprise the
charge level determining sub-procedure. The charge level determining sub-procedure comprises comparing the charge
level (first charge level) of the power component (the power component 113a in Fig. 2) of the first gravity sensor 11a
with the charge level (second charge level) of the power component (the power component 113b in Fig. 2) of the second
gravity sensor 11b, so as to determine which one of the first and second gravity sensors 11a and 11b to collect the
information (such as the aforementioned polar angle, azimuth angle) generated by itself and the other party and to
transmit the collected information to the processor 13 for the joint bending state determining procedure.
[0033] In an embodiment, the charge level determining sub-procedure can be performed by the processor 13. The
processor 13 can obtain the first charge level and the second charge level. The processor 13 controls the first gravity
sensor 11a to capture the second polar angle and the second azimuth angle from the second gravity sensor 11b, and
to return the second polar angle, the second azimuth angle, and the first polar angle and the first azimuth angle which
the first gravity sensor 11a senses to the processor 13 in response to determining that the first charge level is higher
than the second charge level; in contrast, the processor 13 controls the second gravity sensor 11b to capture the first
polar angle and the first azimuth angle from the first gravity sensor 11a, and to return the first polar angle, the first azimuth
angle, and the second polar angle and the second azimuth angle which the second gravity sensor 11b senses to the
processor 13 in response to determining that the first charge level is lower than the second charge level.
[0034] In another embodiment, the charge level determining sub-procedure can be performed by the first gravity sensor
11a or the second gravity sensor 11b. As aforementioned, the first gravity sensor 11a can comprise a processing
component, and the second gravity sensor 11b can also comprise a processing component. The charge level determining
sub-procedure can be performed by the processing component of one of the first and second gravity sensors 11a and
11b. For the implementation of the first gravity sensor 11a, the first gravity sensor 11a can obtain the second charge
level from the second gravity sensor 11b. The first gravity sensor 11a captures the second polar angle and the second
azimuth angle from the second gravity sensor 11b, and transmits the second polar angle, the second azimuth angle,
and the first polar angle and the first azimuth angle which the first gravity sensor 11a senses to the processor 13 in
response to determining that the first charge level is higher than the second charge level; in contrast, the first gravity
sensor 11a transmits the first polar angle and the first azimuth angle to the second gravity sensor 11b in response to
determining that the first charge level is lower than the second charge level, and the second gravity sensor 11b transmits
the first polar angle, the first azimuth angle, the second polar angle and the second azimuth angle to the processor 13.
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[0035] For the implementation of the second gravity sensor 11b, the second gravity sensor 11b can obtain the first
charge level from the first gravity sensor 11a. The second gravity sensor 11b captures the first polar angle and the first
azimuth angle from the first gravity sensor 11a, and transmits the first polar angle, the first azimuth angle, and the second
polar angle and the second azimuth angle which the second gravity sensor 11b senses to the processor 13 in response
to determining that the second charge level is higher than the first charge level; in contrast, the second gravity sensor
11b transmits the second polar angle and the second azimuth angle to the first gravity sensor 11a in response to
determining that the second charge level is lower than the first charge level, and the first gravity sensor 11a transmits
the first polar angle, the first azimuth angle, the second polar angle and the second azimuth angle to the processor 13.
In short, the first gravity sensor 11a or the second gravity sensor 11b will capture the polar angle and the azimuth angle
of the other party in response to determining that its charge level is higher than the charge level of the other party, and
will provide its polar angle and azimuth angle to the other party in response to determining that its charge level is lower
than the charge level of the other party.
[0036] In yet another embodiment, the first and second gravity sensors 11a and 11b both perform the charge level
determining sub-procedure. In this embodiment, the first and second gravity sensors 11a and 11b can capture the charge
levels from each other by issuing a capture request, or provide their own charge levels by broadcasting. When the gravity
sensor determines that its charge level is higher than that of the other gravity sensor, and receives the polar angle and
the azimuth angle sensed by the other gravity sensor, the gravity sensor can confirm that its judgement is correct, thereby
double checking.
[0037] By the above charge level determining sub-procedure, the joint bending state determining device can first
determine the gravity sensor with a higher charge level to be the main transmission hardware. The joint bending state
determining device can set the main transmission hardware component to collect the information sensed by the two
hardware components (gravity sensors) when performing the information obtaining procedure before the joint bending
state determining procedure and to transmit the collected information to the processor of the user device. Accordingly,
the problem that the information transmission time of the two gravity sensors is not synchronized may be avoided.
Moreover, since the distance between the two gravity sensors is less than the distance between any one of the two
gravity sensors and the user device, the above-mentioned setting of the main transmission hardware may save the
power consumed by the gravity sensor with a lower charge level. Further, the power usage effectiveness may be improved.
[0038] The charge level determining sub-procedure in each of the aforementioned embodiments can further comprise
the step of confirming whether the power information is normal. More particularly, the processor 13/first gravity sensor
11a/second gravity sensor 11b can determine whether the first/second charge level is higher than a predetermined
operating charge level, wherein the predetermined operating charge level can indicate the minimum power required for
the first gravity sensor 11a/second gravity sensor 11b to work. If the determined result is yes, the power information is
confirmed as normal; if the determined result is no, the power information is abnormal and the corresponding warning
signal is generated. In an example, the processor 13 can output the warning signal through the output interface. In
another example, the first gravity sensor 11a/second gravity sensor 11b can have a warning component such as a
warning light, a speaker, etc., and the warning component can output the warning signal as a light or sound.
[0039] This invention also provides a joint bending state determining method that can comprise the information obtaining
procedure described in any one of the preceding embodiments and the joint bending state determining procedure
described in any one of the preceding embodiments. In an embodiment, the joint bending state determining method can
be one or more instructions/application programs (APP) stored in a non-transitory computer-readable medium, such as
a read-only memory, a hard disk, etc. in the user device, or a hard disk included in a cloud server. For example, the user
can download an application program of the joint bending state determining method from the cloud server by the user
device, and use the processor of the user device to run this application program.
[0040] In view of the above description, the joint bending state determining device and method provided in this invention
can perform the procedure for determining the bending state of a joint by merely two sensors. Therefore, the difficulty
of charging, storage and wearing of the joint bending state determining device may be reduced, and the device may be
lighter. For the joint bending state determining device provided in this invention, the distances respectively between the
two sensors and the joint is not limited. Accordingly, the user may freely choose the suitable assistive device or protective
gear to dispose the two sensors according to the needs. The joint bending state determining device provided in this
invention does not need to be equipped with an exclusive assistive device or protective gear. In addition, the joint bending
state determining device may improve the freedom of wearing without restricting the wearing positions of the two sensors.
Moreover, the joint bending state determining device provided in this invention can specify the main transmission hardware
component based on the charge levels of the hardware components, so that the problem that the information transmission
times of the two sensors are asynchronous may be avoided, and the power usage effectiveness may be improved.
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Claims

1. A joint bending state determining device (1), comprising:

a sensor group (11) comprising:

a first gravity sensor (11a) configured to generate a first polar angle and a first azimuth angle; and
a second gravity sensor (11b) configured to generate a second polar angle and a second azimuth angle; and

a processor (13) connected with the sensor group (11), and configured to obtain a first length corresponding to
the first gravity sensor (11a) and a second length corresponding to the second gravity sensor (11b), to obtain
a set of coordinates of a joint in a coordinate system according to the first polar angle, the first azimuth angle
and the first length, to obtain a set of coordinates of the second gravity sensor (11b) in the coordinate system
according to the set of coordinates of the joint, the second polar angle, the second azimuth angle and the second
length, and to obtain a joint angle according to the set of coordinates of the second gravity sensor (11b) in the
coordinate system, the first length and the second length;
wherein the first length is associated with a distance between the first gravity sensor (11a) and the set of
coordinates of the joint, and the second length is associated with a distance between the second gravity sensor
(11b) and the set of coordinates of the joint.

2. The joint bending state determining device (1) according to claim 1, wherein the processor (13) obtains the set of
coordinates of the joint by obtaining a first x coordinate according to the first length, a sine value of the first polar
angle and a cosine value of the first azimuth angle, obtaining a first y coordinate according to the first length, the
sine value of the first polar angle and a sine value of the first azimuth angle, obtaining a first z coordinate according
to the first length and a cosine value of the first polar angle, and grouping the first x coordinate, the first y coordinate
and the first z coordinate to form the set of coordinates of the joint.

3. The joint bending state determining device (1) according to claim 2, wherein the processor (13) obtains the set of
coordinates of the second gravity sensor (11b) in the coordinate system by obtaining a second x coordinate according
to the first x coordinate, the second length, a sine value of the second polar angle and a cosine value of the second
azimuth angle, obtaining a second y coordinate according to the first y coordinate, the first x coordinate, the second
x coordinate and a tangent value of the second azimuth angle, obtaining a second z coordinate according to the
first z coordinate, the second length and a cosine value of the second polar angle, and grouping the second x
coordinate, the second y coordinate and the second z coordinate to form the set of coordinates of the second gravity
sensor (11b) in the coordinate system.

4. The joint bending state determining device (1) according to claim 1, wherein the processor (13) obtains the joint
angle by obtaining a distance between an origin and the set of coordinates of the second gravity sensor (11b) in
the coordinate system, and obtaining the joint angle according to the distance, the first length, the second length
and a cosine rule.

5. The joint bending state determining device (1) according to claim 1, wherein the processor (13) is further configured
to obtain a first charge level of the first gravity sensor (11a) and a second charge level of the second gravity sensor
(11b), to control the first gravity sensor (11a) to capture the second polar angle and the second azimuth angle from
the second gravity sensor (11b) and return the second polar angle and the second azimuth angle to the processor
(13) in response to determining that the first charge level is higher than the second charge level, and to control the
second gravity sensor (11b) to capture the first polar angle and the first azimuth angle from the first gravity sensor
(11a) and return the first polar angle and the first azimuth angle to the processor (13) in response to determining
that the first charge level is lower than the second charge level.

6. The joint bending state determining device (1) according to claim 1, wherein the first gravity sensor (11a) has a first
charge level and is further configured to obtain a second charge level of the second gravity sensor (11b), to capture
the second polar angle and the second azimuth angle from the second gravity sensor (11b) and transmit the second
polar angle and the second azimuth angle to the processor (13) in response to determining that the first charge level
is higher than the second charge level, and to transmit the first polar angle and the first azimuth angle to the second
gravity sensor (11b) in response to determining that the first charge level is lower than the second charge level.

7. The joint bending state determining device (1) according to claim 1, wherein the processor (13) is disposed on the
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same circuit board as the first gravity sensor (11a) or the second gravity sensor (11b).

8. A joint bending state determining method, comprising:

obtaining a first length corresponding to a first gravity sensor (11a) and a second length corresponding to a
second gravity sensor (11b);
obtaining a first polar angle and a first azimuth angle generated by the first gravity sensor (11a) and a second
polar angle and a second azimuth angle generated by the second gravity sensor (11b);
obtaining a set of coordinates of a joint in a coordinate system according to the first polar angle, the first azimuth
angle and the first length;
obtaining a set of coordinates of the second gravity sensor (11b) in the coordinate system according to the set
of coordinates of the joint, the second polar angle, the second azimuth angle and the second length; and
obtaining a joint angle according to the set of coordinates of the second gravity sensor (11b) in the coordinate
system, the first length and the second length;
wherein the first length is associated with a distance between the first gravity sensor (11a) and the set of
coordinates of the joint, and the second length is associated with a distance between the second gravity sensor
(11b) and the set of coordinates of the joint.

9. The joint bending state determining method according to claim 8 wherein obtaining the set of coordinates of the
joint in the coordinate system according to the first polar angle, the first azimuth angle and the first length comprises:

obtaining a first x coordinate according to the first length, a sine value of the first polar angle and a cosine value
of the first azimuth angle;
obtaining a first y coordinate according to the first length, the sine value of the first polar angle and a sine value
of the first azimuth angle;
obtaining a first z coordinate according to the first length and a cosine value of the first polar angle; and
grouping the first x coordinate, the first y coordinate and the first z coordinate to form the set of coordinates of
the joint.

10. The joint bending state determining method according to claim 9, wherein obtaining the set of coordinates of the
second gravity sensor (11b) in the coordinate system according to the set of coordinates of the joint, the second
polar angle, the second azimuth angle and the second length comprises:

obtaining a second x coordinate according to the first x coordinate, the second length, a sine value of the second
polar angle and a cosine value of the second azimuth angle;
obtaining a second y coordinate according to the first y coordinate, the first x coordinate, the second x coordinate
and a tangent value of the second azimuth angle;
obtaining a second z coordinate according to the first z coordinate, the second length and a cosine value of the
second polar angle; and
grouping the second x coordinate, the second y coordinate and the second z coordinate to form the set of
coordinates of the second gravity sensor (11b) in the coordinate system.

11. The joint bending state determining method according to claim 8, wherein obtaining the joint angle according to the
set of coordinates of the second gravity sensor (11b) in the coordinate system, the first length and the second length
comprises:

obtaining a distance between an origin and the set of coordinates of the second gravity sensor (11b) in the
coordinate system; and
obtaining the joint angle according to the distance, the first length, the second length and a cosine rule.

12. The joint bending state determining method according to claim 8, wherein obtaining the first polar angle and the first
azimuth angle generated by the first gravity sensor (11a) and the second polar angle and the second azimuth angle
generated by the second gravity sensor (11b) comprises:

obtaining a first charge level of the first gravity sensor (11a) and a second charge level of the second gravity
sensor (11b);
controlling the first gravity sensor (11a) to capture the second polar angle and the second azimuth angle from
the second gravity sensor (11b) and return the second polar angle and the second azimuth angle in response
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to the first charge level being higher than the second charge level; and
controlling the second gravity sensor (11b) to capture the first polar angle and the first azimuth angle from the
first gravity sensor (11a) and return the first polar angle and the first azimuth angle in response to the first charge
level being lower than the second charge level.

13. The joint bending state determining method according to claim 8, wherein the first gravity sensor (11a) has a first
charge level, and obtaining the first polar angle and the first azimuth angle generated by the first gravity sensor
(11a) and the second polar angle and the second azimuth angle generated by the second gravity sensor (11b)
comprises:

by the first gravity sensor (11a), obtaining a second charge level of the second gravity sensor (11b);
capturing the second polar angle and the second azimuth angle from the second gravity sensor (11b) and
transmitting the second polar angle and the second azimuth angle by the first gravity sensor (11a) in response
to the first charge level being higher than the second charge level; and
transmitting the first polar angle and the first azimuth angle to the second gravity sensor (11b) by the first gravity
sensor (11a), and transmitting the first polar angle, the first azimuth angle, the second polar angle and the
second azimuth angle by the second gravity sensor (11b) in response to the first charge level being lower than
the second charge level.

14. The joint bending state determining method according to claim 8, wherein obtaining the first length corresponding
to the first gravity sensor (11a) and the second length corresponding to the second gravity sensor (11b) comprises:
determining that a predetermined axis of the first gravity sensor (11a) matches a gravity axis to ground, and accord-
ingly determining that the first gravity sensor (11a) corresponds to the first length.

15. The joint bending state determining method according to claim 8, wherein obtaining the first length corresponding
to the first gravity sensor (11a) and the second length corresponding to the second gravity sensor (11b) comprises:

by the first gravity sensor (11a), determining that a predetermined axis of the first gravity sensor (11a) matches
a gravity axis to ground, and generating a determined result; and
determining that the first gravity sensor (11a) corresponds to the first length according to the determined result.
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